
Another week down! I hope you and your families are all safe and well. 

New Challenge Alert!  

From now on, each week I’m going to start my letter to you in a different language. Your challenge will be to figure out what 

language I am using each week and keep a note of the first letter of that language. For example, if the language was French,     

then you would make a note of the letter ‘ ’. Each week you will collect a new letter and eventually, these letters will spell out a 

top-secret special message! Good Luck! Only the best secret agents will crack this one… 

Massive well done again to everyone for getting online last week and working through your home learning tasks. You are all showing 

a huge amount of resilience and self-regulation in getting through each day and achieving the way you are. If you are not managing 

to get everything done at the moment, please remember this is fine too. Everyone is coping the best they can given the strange 

times we are living through. My recommendation is to prioritise your learning starting with the most essential work.  

Where possible, please prioritise your home learning in the following order: 

1. Assessed piece of work for the week  

2. Online tasks for Education City and Sumdog (including any worksheets that are part of your Education City learning)  

3. Any other remaining tasks in your home learning grid (worksheets, tasks to be completed in your jotter etc.)  

It is really important that you are starting your home learning each week by reading through your Home Learning Grid. This is 

where you will find all of the teaching and guidance you need to be successful during the week. Every time I set you new learning 

and new tasks on Education City or Sumdog, I am first expecting you to read through your home learning grid to see all of the 

explanations, step-by-step guidance and examples I have given you. It will really benefit your learning to go through this first 

rather than jump on to Education City straight away and try to get through the activities before you have read through the 

teaching and learning I have provided you with.  

This week’s Home Learning: 

- Literacy: Spelling/Reading/ – assessed piece of work for this week 

- Maths: Sumdog Fractions Challenge & Education City New Fractions Learning (Education City work to be completed 

over 2 weeks – due by 29.05.20) 

- Health and Wellbeing: Time Capsule Project/Yoga for Stress Relief/Minecraft Yoga  

- Science: Continue with last week’s Learning (due by 22.05.20) 

- Art: Observe, Draw, Imagine Challenge  

- French: Basic French Phrases Writing Task  

This week’s letter focus is…. , something that we all experience at one point or another. Something which you might not be 

aware of though, is that some stress is actually good for you! Stress in small doses can make you more resilient, mentally stronger 

and can enable you to push through challenges. Think about it this way, the more we ‘bounce back’ from challenging situations, 

the more resilient we become to them. The problem is that we all tend to feel a little too stressed too much of the time; and our 

current situation, for some people, is making this worse. A little bit of stress might be good, but a lot of stress definitely is not 

good for our physical, mental or emotional health. So the way we fight this is to arm ourselves full of useful tools and strategies 

that can lighten our stress-load and help us to manage the daily challenges that are thrown our way. You already have a really 

useful tool to combat stress with, *drumroll please*  - all of your breathing exercises and activities that we learned 

about in school that I remind you of every week in your home learning grid. Remember, your most basic mindfulness activity is 

simply to sit somewhere comfortable, block out all noises/distractions and try to focus on the . Every time a 

thought creeps into your head, simply this thought, and then let it fly away out of your mind like a floating bubble or you 

can even imagine yourself popping the bubble. Keep practicing this for as long as you can. This exercise helps you train your mind 

to block out stress, anxieties and worry. Mindfulness isn’t for everyone though and there’s nothing wrong with that. Some other 

really excellent ways to relieve stress are; exercise, art, music, a bath; even something as simple as going to bed at the same 

time every night and waking up at the same time every morning can have a positive impact on your stress levels and how you 

manage stress. Yoga is another excellent tool for stress management. Yoga ties together the principles of mindfulness whilst 

also ticking the exercise box; so really, you’re getting 2 in 1 here! This week you will see that I have given you a 

Thank you all again for everything you are doing to support yourselves and your loved ones at this challenging time. 

Have a happy and healthy week and speak soon. 

Love Miss Scaltsas x 

 

  

  


